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Chapter 1 
INfRODUCTION 
One·factor whicli.d.istinguishes· the . . production of.non-mobile 
. . . . . . . 
hoUsing from the production of other· consumer· goods is tlie".relatively 
. . 
l�g duration of the production process . · A recent study found the 
· median construction period for single family units to· be three months , · 
the" ine� length oemg 4·.·3 m�n�. t The -Ilnplic�ti�n is that � for s ingle 
family housing, the level of inventoiy under construction is· approxi� 
· mately three to four times the level of monthly- starts and completions . · 
The existence of a large, mostly unsold inventory in various 
states of completion is required if builders are' to have a marketable 
supply of units available at all times . However, this inventory is a 
continuous.financial burden, and financing .costs reduce builders' pro­
fits. If the level of realized s ales falls short of the level of sales 
expected by a b uilder, it will create undesired increas es in the level 
of inventory, reducing profits and threatening the builder's existence 
. in the industry .  In order to reduce inventory to des ired levels, the 
builder must either change his marketing policies in an effort to sell 
more tmi ts or reduce his starts of new uni ts, or both . 
lBemard N. Freedman, "Private Hous ing . . Campletions .. ��.A.New. 
Dimension in.Construction. Statistics,". Staff Economic Studies·of the 
·�Board-· of ·Governors of .. the Federal · Reserve System, LX.YI (February, 
1972), 14-15. 
1 . 
) 
2 
In this paper the author is concenied only with fluctuations in 
starts of new single family housing units . The reason for excluding 
multi-unit constn.iction from the analysis is the relative absence· of 
speculative risk to the builder . New nrulti-tmit structures are usually 
sold to an investor before construction is begun . The investor , rather 
than the builder , bears the risk of selling or renting the constructed 
units . In contrast ,  between 1963 and 1971 79 percent o f  all single 
family housing tmits were started without any commitment from buyers . 2 
Until these tmits are sold , the costs and risks of carrying a large tm-
sold inventory remain with the builder . .'"' 
PURPOSE .AND SCOPE 
The author of this study developed for statistical analysis 
three models in an effort to explain fluctuations in res idential single 
unit housing starts: Specifically , the proposition embodied in these 
nx:xlels states that res idential builders vary their starts of new single 
family housing tmi ts for two reasons . First , builders' expectations of 
future sales are constantly being revised according to their s ales 
experience . Second , builders attempt to adjust their tmSold inventory 
to desired levels , given their sales expectations . 
Data recording sales and tmSold inventories of new s ingle family 
2This data is in tenns of "units of housing . "  See U . S .  Depart­
ment of Connnerce, Bureau of the Census, C-25, Sales of New One-Family 
Homes (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, monthly). In this 
study , sales and inventory are discussed in µnit tel1I1S tmless other­
wise stated. 
J 
housing tmits have been published monthly since 1963.3 The data 
analyiea cover the period from January 1965 to December--1971. The -­
data represent pennit and nonpennit areas of all SO states. 
3 
· Since changes in "expectations" and in "desires" are not direct-
ly observable, one must resort to models in which changes in expecta­
tions .or desires are a function of observable phenomena. One class of 
JOOdels which perfonns this ftmction is referred to as "adaptive ex­
pectations" models.4 The .author proposes three alternative adaptive 
expectation models to explain how builders fonn sales expectations. 
SlUDY OVERVIEW 
In the remainder of this chapter, the author reviews previous 
studies of the residential constniction industry. In Chapter 2, the 
author introduces the framework of housing supply dynamics, develops 
the three models into a fonn amenable to statistical analysis, discusses 
the data used in the analysis, and discusses the estimation problems 
·anticipated. In Chapter-3, the author presents and interprets the 
statistical analyses of the propositions embodied in the models. The 
· sumtary and conclusions are presented in Chapter 4. 
3u. s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, C-25, Sales 
of New One-Family Homes Qvashington: U.S. GoveTI1Illent Printing Office, 
monthly) .  
4Jan Kmenta, Elements of Econometrics (New York: The Maanillan 
Company, 1971), pp. 473-474. 
I 
4 
RINIEW .AND CRITIQUE OF PREVIOUS STIJD IES 
It is proposed by the author that builders' expectations regard­
ing the profitability of new housing starts are based upon three classes 
of economic infonnation. The first class of information regards econo­
mic and demographic conditions , both in the aggregate and in local 
areas.- Such infonnation includes changes in population , the levels of 
incane and employment, and the cost and availability of mortgage credit 
to potential buyers.5 1he second class of information is concerned 
with conditions in housing markets , specifically the level of housing 
prices and rents and the rate of utilization of �e current housing 
-stock . The third class of infonnation regards builders' perfonnance , 
lfilere ''perfonnance" refers to the number of tmi ts that buyer-occupiers 
and investors are willing to absorb from existing inventories . 
It is further proposed by this author that the first class of 
infonnation is the weakest and may be incorporated into a single vari­
able, i.e . ,  sales, in analyzing fluctuations in builders' starts of new 
housing uni ts . 
The second class of infonnation is reviewed below. The appli­
cability of the third class of infonnation is the subject of this thesis . 
SThis author assl.Dlles that changes in these detenninants will 
cause changes in sales, thereby changing sales expectations. For a 
discussion of the effects of these potential detenninants, see Leo 
Grebler and Shennan J. Maisel, "Detenninants of Residential Construe- · 
tion: A Review of Present Knowledge ,'' A Series of Research Studies on 
the acts of Moneta Poli Prepared for the Connnission ·on i\lonev 
· 
rent1ce-Hall, Inc., 963), 
Builders' Perceptions ·of Changes in 
Demand for Housing 
5 
At present two economic theories describe how changes in condi­
tions in housing markets are transmitted to builders. The first theory 
hypothesizes that fluctuations in housing starts are caused by changes 
in the level of rents and prices on existing housing relative to changes 
in the cost of contructing new housing.6 
The mechanics of the theoiy state-that an exogenous change in 
demand, from whatever source, reduces the vacancy rate on existing 
c:Jwellings. A decreasing vacancy rate tends to increase rents on exist­
ing dwellings. Viewing the housing stock as assets held by investors, 
rising rents increases the return to holders of housing assets relative 
to the return on alternative investments. In turn ,  the increasing re­
turn to an asset causes a revaluation of its price. For housing assets, 
increasing returns will increase the value of the existing housing 
stock, increasing the price per tlllit of that stock. Investors will de­
sire to contract for more llllits as long as the acquisition price does 
not reduce the rate of return below that of alternative investments. 
Confronted by rising prices for their product, builders are en­
couraged, by higher profit expectations, to increase the number of tllli ts 
started. Housing starts will increase until either overbuilding occurs 
or construction costs increase. Overbuilding causes an increase in the 
vacancy rate, tending to decrease the rate of change of rents. If the 
return to holders of housing assets decreases relative to the yield on 
6Ibid. ,_p_. �81
_. - - -- . -
) 
alternative investments , housing assets are devalued and the price per 
tmit of the housing stock falls. 
If construction costs are increasing due to the higher rate of 
production in the residential construction industry , the combined 
effects of falling prices and rising costs will cause builders to re­
duce their starts of new tlllits . 7 
6 
Statistical models have embodied this theory in several fashions. 
Derksen constructed a model of housing starts using rents and construc­
tion costs as separate independent variables.8 Most authors utilize
. 
a ratio of rent to constn.lction costs as a single independent variable , 
with or without a time lag.9 Snith constructed a model of Canadian 
housing starts using a ratio of housing prices to construction costs .10 
Tests of these variables on annual data have been mostly suc­
cessful. Regression coefficients of these variables have been signi­
ficant and the direction of influence has been in accordance with 
hypothesized expectations. 
However, there is reason to doubt the usefulness of these 
7By falling prices the author means that the rat� of increase 
in prices falls below the rate of increase of constnict1on costs. De­
creasing prices are not a characteristic of the U . S . economy for the 
period under observation. 
BJ. B.D . Derksen, "Long Cycles in Residential Building , "  
Econometrica , X (April ,  1940) , pp. 97 -116. 
9Shennan J . Maisel , "A Theory of Fluctuations in Residential 
Construction Starts," .American Economic Review, L I I I  (June, 1963) , 
pp. 359-383. 
101awrence B. Smith, ''A Model of Canadian Housing and Mortgage 
Markets, " Journal of Political Economy, LXXV I I  (September-October, 
,n�n� Anr n12 
J 
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·variables in short nm analysis. Whereas 
·
housing starts have fluctuat­
ed considerably on a monthly and quarterly basis, variations in rents 
and constrnction costs have not been substantial within the same time 
frame .  -, 
The efficiency of rents and prices as market signals to builders 
is subject to another criticism . Housing is probably the most hetero­
geneous of const.nner goods, varying in size, age, location, and accomoda-
- . 
tions offered (such as garages, basements, and central air condition-
ing). Therefore, interpretations of changes in rents and prices nrust 
be made with caution. Changes in rents and prices may be due to changes 
in qualitative services offered or due to changes in demand or both. 
A notable deficiency of most construction cost indices is the 
failure to include land costs. Therfore, existing measures of con­
struction cost do not adequately reflect changes in cost to builders 
of providing a unit of housing. 11 
If changes in prices, rents, and construction costs are consider­
ed unreliable indicators of changes in housing market conditions, 
another source of market signals is available. Mien an increase in de­
mand occurs in the market for any economic good, economic theory asserts 
that in the short-TI.Ill the price of the good will increase and that the 
quantity traded will increase, if technology remains tmchanged and 
factor prices are tnlchanged. 
That an increase in demand will increase the quantity traded is 
llconstruction cost indices einployed by the U. S. Department of 
Corranerce do not include land or builders' overhead expenses. 
J 
8 
the second economic theory. In housing markets , this is exhibited in 
changing vacancy rates on existing housing tmits and increases in sales 
of new single family housing units to owner-occupiers. Maisel h3;s in-
cluded vacancy estimates as an independent variable in a regression 
model of housing ?tarts. These estimates were derived as a residual by 
reference to a comprehensive model of housing markets.12 Maisel's 
opinion was that the estimates are more illustrative than accurate even 
though the vacancy variable was statistically significant and had the 
a priori direction of influence.13 
Adjustments of Housing Inventories 
'fhe theory that the level of housing inventories may cause varia­
tions in starts of new uni ts was authored by Grebler and Maisel .14 A 
description and statistical analysis of the fully developed theory was 
published by Maisel.IS 
In these studies, "inventory" included all tmits tmder construc­
tion and all completed tmits held vacant for sale or rent. An inven­
tory of vacant uni ts, while possibly desirffi?le from. the social view­
point to acconnnodate migration and family fonnation, is undesirable from 
the point of view of the individuals who hold the inventory. 
'Ille major cause of fluctuations in inventories is described as 
overbuilding or tmderbuilding. If demand increases, due to changes in 
12Maisel, op. cit., pp. 382-383. 
13cirebler and Maisel, op. cit., p. 567. 
14Ibid., pp. 573-576. 15�1aisel � op. cit., p. 366. 
) 
the mnnber of households and removals of U:nits from the existing hous­
ing stock, the level of inventory decreases. Recognition lags in mar­
ket infonnation will delay increases in buildin� 
._
until invent���es 
have decreased further. The building boom, once begun, will continue 
beyond the point of equilibrium and inventories will increase rapidly, 
again because of recognition lags. 
9 
The level of the inventory of housing tm.its under construction 
is a function of builders' sales expectations and of the time required 
to produce a unit of housing. Grebler and Maisel believe that builders 
Will attempt to maintain a "certain ratio of mits under construction 
to sales," and that builders will increase this ratio when sales in­
crease �d decrease this ratio when sales decline.16 
Grebler and ?-tfaisel warn against considering all fluctuations in 
housing starts to be reflections of changes in basic demand and supply 
forces . 17. By Maisel's estimates, fifteen percent of the variation in 
---housing starts is caused by limnediate changes in demand while 85 per-
. cent is attributable to changes in the level of inventories.18 
16cirebler and Maisel, op. cit., p. 575. 
17Ibid., p. 607. 
lSt.faisel. on. cit . •  P. 361. 
I 
Chapter 2 
DERIVATION OF TI:IE }ODEL 
nIB FRAMEWORK OF 1HE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS 
FOR SINGLE F.N1ILY HOUSlNG UNITS 
'Ihe flow-feedback network for a typical builder and for all 
builders as a group is outlined· in Figure 1. · 
The- construction process consists of blocks I, 2, and 3. A 
.. 
hoi.tsing unit is recorded as a start when· a fotmdation is excavated' or 
a footing is begun. Simultaneously, the units becomes a part of the 
builder's inventory tmder construction. 'Ihe inventory under construc­
tion in�ludes all started tmits in various stages of production tmtil 
the finished flooring is installed·. At that point, the unit is 
recorded as a completion. Completed tmits are then relinquished to 
buyers, if sold, or enter the builder's inventory of completed tmits. 
As indicated in Figure 1, units are sold before the beginning 
of co�truction, during construction, and after completion. Builders' 
liabilities are reduced whenever a unit is sold and increased whenever 
an tmsold unit is started. Although the builder has the obligation to 
complete all tmi ts which have been sold, his willingness and ability to 
start additional units is limited by the level of his t.mSold inventory. 
Depen�g upon the level of sales and uns�ld inventory, the 
builder will form some expectation of future sales and inventory re-. . 
quiremen�s. · ·ThiS will fonn �e basis �f �· iu.nnber· of units he will 
start in the.next period. 
p 
Sales· 
Expectations 
Inventory r----------------------------------------------_;_ ______ � 
Requirements 
(5) 
Starts 
(tmsold) 
(1) 
Additions to 
Liabili 
Figure 1 
Reductions in Liabil" 
Liabilities 
inventory 
t.mder 
construction 
(unsold) 
(2) 
Product, Liability, and Infonnation Flc:Ms in Construction Markets 
Sales 
completed 
inventory 
(lIDSOld) 
(3) 
..... 
..... 
\ 
--
) 
THE LEVEL OF SALES AND 
SALES EXPECTATIONS 
12 
One assumption made by this author is that the economic variable 
"sales" represents to builders the effective level of demand. The 
level of sales thus represents the aggreg�ted effects of demographic 
variables, levels of income and employment, mortgage credit conditions, 
consumer preferences and relative prices._ 
In the analysis below, sales, inventories, and starts are measur­
ed in tenns of housing tmits, not dollars. It is aclmowledged by this 
author that nominal or real measurement would be preferable because of 
the heterogeneous structure of single family housing assets, but the 
unavailability of data in dollar terms rendered that approach imposs­
ible. 
The primary thesis of this study is that builder's expectations 
of future sales are based solely upon their previous sales perfonnance. 
There are three factors that contribute to this proposition. First, 
as discussed in Chapter 1, movements in rents and prices are too slow 
and ambiguous to explain volatile fluctuations in housing starts. 
Second, changes in demand will initially be recognized by changes in 
quantities traded in housing markets. For example, decreasing vacancies 
and increasing sales of new single family housing units will occur be­
fore, and form the basis of, changes in rents and prices. Third, rm­
expected changes in sales force builders' inventories out of equilibrium. 
If inventories are reduced by tme.xpected increases in sales, the builder 
must replenish the tmexpected depletion of his inventory if he is to 
- ·  · - ·-- .. -·----------- -
) 
13 
take advantage of the high sales potential. When sales are decreasing 
more qUickly than expected, inventories are increasing beyond levels 
required for future sales. Builders must avoid carrying inventories 
.........___ - - . - -· - ---
which are either beyond their abilities to .obtain financing or which, 
due to financing costs, eliminate substantial profits. 
If one accepts that builders fonn sales expectations from their 
previous sales perfonnance, one must still allow that there are dif­
ferent methods by which this can be accomplished, each yielding a dif­
ferent estimate of future sales. Those methods, while forming a con..: 
tinuUm, can be divided into two groups ·according to the types of pre­
dictions obtained. The first group of methods are those that yield 
' 
"explosive" predictions. These methods are characterized by assigning 
large weights to current changes in sales, with future changes in sales 
expected to be greater than the current changes. An example from 
accelerator theory1 would be: 
(1) 
where �S� represents the expected change in sales for period t, St-l 
and St-z represent actual sales in periods (t-1) and (t-2), and f3 is a 
constant accelerator coefficient. f3, in this case, must be greater 
than one for the model to yield explosive predictions • This is seen 
lstanley Bober; The ·Economics of ·cycles and Growth (New York: 
John Wiley & Sons , 1968), p. 189. . 
J 
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more clearly by expanding equation (1) to read : 
-- - -
(2) . 
Since housing starts do not behave in an explosive manner, the 
possibility that buil ders ' sales expectations are explosive must be 
rej ected. 
Several explosive business cycle theories are li mited b y  "ceil­
ings"  and "floors . "  A quantitative expression of ceilings and floors 
might involve a variable accelerator coefficient instead o f  a constant . 
1his coefficient would ass tnne large values during upswings and down­
swings , but would ass tnne values less than one at turning points .  How­
ever, s ince the variable accelerator coefficient is a ftm.ction of 
economic conditions other than housing sales , it violates the prior 
�sumption that builders depend solely on sales experience for their 
expectations of future sales . 
1he second group of methods "s moothes out " abrupt changes in 
current activity to yield "damped" predictions . The smoothing proces s 
is obtained by weighting past observations more heavily , i . e . , by 
applying decl ining weights to observations prior to period (t-2) .  
1herefore current sales expectations are fonnulated  b y  weighting values 
of sales . Dampening can also be achieved by restricting B to values 
less than one . The models of sales expectations used in this study 
restrict e to values less than one and are dependent upon past observa­
tions of sales . 
--· . .  · - · ·--- ..... --· ... _. - - -
I 
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MJDELS OF SALES EXPECTATIONS 
This author proposes that builders' sales expectations are fonned 
by reference to their sales perfonnance in previous periods . Though an 
explosive sales expectation mechanism is rej ected" , there remains a large 
variety of nonexplosive models which are justifiable on theoretical 
grmmds . Three of these types of models are examined in this study. 
1he first model states that builders will expect sales at the 
conclusion of the present period (Si) to be equal to the level of sa�es 
� the previous period C5t-l) plus some constant proportion of the 
change in sales between the two previous periods (St-I - St_2) ,  or 
(3) 
The model implies that the change in expected sales between period ( t) 
and period (t-1) will be in the same direction as the actual change in 
sales between periods (t-1) and (t-2) . The dependence upon previous 
period activity implies that builders' recognition and reaction lag is 
one period. 
The second model states that expected sales at the conclusion 
of the present period are equal to the expected sales of the previous 
period (S
e 
) plus a constant proportion of the difference between 
. . t-1 
e 
actual and expected sales for the previous period (St-I - St-l)_,  or 
(4) 
e e ) 
e 
s
t = c e
st-I -
s
t-l + st-I , O<C<l. 
If actual sales exceeded expectations for the previous period, builders 
would increase their expectations of current period's sales . 
) 
Third model is similar to the second. Builders revise •. their 
sales expectations to equal the actual .level of sales in the previous 
period (St-l) plus a constant proportion of the difference between 
actual and expected sales for t�e previous _period (St-l - S�_1), or 
(5) 
Geometrically Distributed Lags 
The second and third models generate geometrically distributed 
�ags on  previous levels of sales beca�e of the existence of S�-l o n  
the right side of equations (4) and (5) . 2 In order to estimate thes e  
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ftmctions, either by themsel ves or within a larger model , all "expected." 
· magnitudes (Se) must be removed. Titls is accomplished bel ow. 
(4) 
-· j .. 
(4a) 
(4b) 
Since equation (4) is defined as 
Se = t 
the n 
e s t 
and 
Se = (C) (St- 2  -t-1 
e (C) (St-1 - St-1) 
(1-C) e (C) = s + t 
e . 
+ s 
e 
t-1 
st-1 
e e 
st- 2) + S = (1-C) st-2 + c 5t-2 t- 2 
Subs tituting equation (4b) into equation (4a) yiel ds 
(4c) 
e e 
st= (1-C)f(
l-C) st_ 2 + cst_ 2] + (CJ st_1. 
2F.quation (3) is a first-order difference equation and there­
+,..,,,.°' A,..,�.,.. ,.... .... + ..;Tnrnhr� '.:J ��1;nincr weicrht.s distributed lau SP..ll lP.TIC"P_ 
) 
Rearranging equation (4c) yields the following series: 
(4d) e 2 e st= (C) 8t- 1 + (1-C) (C) 5t-2 + (1-C) st-2• 
Carrying the series to (t-n) periods , n approaching infinity, yields: 
Set = (C)t (1-C)
n St-l-n , O<C<l . n=O 
(4e )  
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1he coefficient (1-C)n for the individual sales values (St-l-n) causes 
the relatiye weights of the previous values of sales to decline as t:1e 
time period becomes further removed from the present time period , such 
that the effect of distCillt values of sales eventually approadi zero. 
r (S) 
(Sa) 
(Sb) 
Fram equation (5), or 
then 
the refore 
e · e· st = (l+D) st-1 - (D) st-1 
e e 
st-1 = (l+D) st-2 - (D) st- 2  
Substituting (Sb) into equation (Sa) yields 
(Sc) s� = (l+D) st- I - n (l+D) st-z + n2 s�_2 
�arrying the series to (t-n) periods, where n approac..h.es i.m:inity , 
yields the following distributed lag: 
(Sd) Se -- (l+D) � D-n S O<D<l I.. t- 1-n' • t --/'\ 
J 
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Again, (D)-n causes declining weights for.distant values of sales. 
However, the values of the weights alternate in sign for this model, i. 
e., the level of st-1 has a positive influence 1:1Pon s�, but the level 
of St-Z has a neg�tive influence, though of less· magnitude. 
Obviously an infinite number of lagged sales variables cannot 
· be estimated. This problem will be considered later in this chapter. 
A M:>DEL OF INVENTORY ADJUS'IMENT 
1he need for a relatively large inventory under construction -
.. exists because of the length of the construction period. A completed 
inventory is generally required to accoIIm10date expected sales for a 
given period. The upper limit of total inventory holdings depends 
upon builders' desire to avoid risk on speculative construction and 
upon their ability to obtain financing and to absorb the carrying 
costs associated with that financing. 
The definition of inventory employed by this author is the stnn 
of all started, but t.msold, units held by builders, i. e. , the tmSold 
inventory under construction plus the unsold inventocy of completed 
tmits. 
The author proposes that the level of inventory builders desire 
* 
to hold (It) is a ftmction of their expected sales in the near future, 
where the ftmctional relationship is detennined by the length of the 
construction period. For example, if the construction period is exactly 
three months, builders would desire to hold an inventory equal to 
) 
. ·expected sales for the next three months , or 
(6) 
1he assumpti�n that builders cannot forecast sales levels accurately 
more·than one period in advance alters equation (6) to 
(7) 
* e 
· 1t = (A)St, 
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so that desired inventory is a function of the current period's expect­
ed sale s . The author assumes that "A", the ftmctional relation between 
- desired inventory and expected sales, is a constant , or. 
(8) 
At the end of the previous period (t-1) , builders hold a given 
level of inventory Cit-1) which is the outcome of the previous period' s  
levels of starts and actual sales . Builders will estimate the level of 
expected sales in the forthcoming or current period (t) according to 
·the sales expectation models introduced earlier. Builders will then 
use the ir estimate of expected sales to calculate the level of desired 
inventory according to equation (7 ) .  If the level of desired inventory 
* differs from builders' actual inventory (It - It_1) , builders will 
attempt to reduce the gap :in future periods by starting more tmits than 
* they- exPect to sell in the :immediate future , if It is greater than 
or by starting fewer tmi ts than they expect to sell , if rt* is less . J_t-1' 
3ntls holds only when expected sales and unsold inventory are in 
t.mit tenns. 
than It-I· 
The assumption employed here is that builders will attempt to 
* 
cl�se the gap C!t �.rt_1) by the end of the current period. That is, 
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the 100del of inventory adjustment asstnnes complete adjustment. But 
for the complete inventory adjustment to be accomplished, actual sales 
must equal expected sales in the current period. If actual sales 
differ from expectations, the desired inventory adjustment will not be 
achieved if st excees s� ' but will be more than achieved if st is less 
than s� . 
If builders accomplish the desired lilventory adjustment in per-
iod (t), the desired level of inventory for period (t+l) will differ 
1c' 
fran It if builders change their sales expectations for period (t+l). 
. nIE CCMPLETE MODEL 
The complete model incorporates the models of sales expectations, 
the model of complete inventory adjustment, and the level of new hous­
ing starts (STt) ll1 the following behavioral equation: 
(9) 
The equation states. that builders' starts are equal to the level 
of expected sales plus the difference between desired and actual in-
ventories. 
13quation 9 contains two tenns not directly observable, S� and 
i* which must be eliminated before the parameters can be specified. t' ' 
... �--- --- :-...- -
I 
The first subs ti tut ion is for r; according. to equation (7) , which 
re sults in 
(10) 
where a:t is a stochastic error tenn . The next step involves substit­
uting for S� according to each sales expectation model . 
Mode1 · 1-Equation (3) 
Substituting for S� according �� equat
_
ion (3) results in 
(lla) STt = (l+A) [(l+B) St-1 - (B) St_z] - It-1 + «t ' 
which simplifies to 
. ' 
(llb) Sft = (l+A) (l+B) St-l - (B) (l+A) St-2 - It_1.+ a:t • 
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F.quation (llb) is not yet ready for est:imation because It-l has 
no re gression coefficient . 'Tiiere are two methods to remedy this 
situation. 
The first method · is to add It-l to.both sides. of equation (llb) 
yie lding 
(llc) STt + It-1 = (l+A) (l+B) st·-1 - (B) (l+A)5t-2 + st • 
. The theoretical justification of equation (llc) is · that srt plus 
It-l measures the willingness of builders to engage in speculative con­
struction .  By rearranging equation (10), one obtains 
(lOa) Sft + It-l = 
.
(l+A) S� + a:'" t 
. ) 
Builders ' willingness to engage in ·speculative constrnction 
aepends- upon the · level of their sales expectation$ .--- Titls restil t is 
similar to equation (10) , which states that builders' willingness to - . 
add to their level of financial liability .by_ starting more tm.its is a 
ftmction of their sales expectatio ns and of the level of speculative 
liab ility already accepted (It _1) . Equations (10) and (lOa) are 
alternative expl anations of the same phenomena . 
1he second remedy i nvolves casting equation (9) innnediately in 
the nrultiple linear regress ion fonn, which yields 
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where a� , a1 , and a2 are regress ion coefficients and Yt is the stochastic 
* 
error tenn. By substituting for It accordi ng to equation (7) yields 
(Ile) 
Substituting for S� according to equation (3) results in 
(11£) 
M>del 2 -Equation (4) 
Substituting into equatio n (10) fo�
-� - according to equation (4) 
results in 
(12a) Sft = (l+A) l (C) St-l + (1 -C) (C) St-Z + (1-C)
2 (C) St_3 
+ (1-C) 3 (C) St -4 + • • • J - It-1 + e:t • 
J 
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However ,_ the infinite number of regressors must somehow be reduced 
in order to estimate equation (12a) . This is accomplished by the Koyck 
transfonnation , 4 which involves lagging equation (12a) by one pe�iod , 
(12b) STt- 1 = (l+A) [(C)St-2 + (l-C) (C)St� 3  
+ (1-C) 2 (C) St-4 + • • •  ] - It-2 + £t-l ' 
nrultiplying (12b) by (1-C) , 
(12c) · (1-C) STt-l = (l+A) I (1-C) (C)St_2 + (l -C)
2 (C) St_3 
+ (1-C) 3 (C) St_4 + • • •  ] - (l -C) It- 2 
+ (1-C) Et-l , 
and subtracting (12c) from (12a) to yield 
(12d) STt - (1-C) STt-l = (l+A) (C) St-l - It-l 
+ (l-C) It-2 + Et - (1-C) £t-l • 
Adding (1-C) srt-l to both sides of (12d) results in 
(12e ) STt = (l�A) (C) St-l + (1-C) STt-1 - It�l 
+ (1-C) It- 2 + £t - (1-C) Et-l • 
Again It-l has no regression coefficient , but three remedies 
are available . The first is to add It-l to both sides of equation 
4zvi Griliches , "Distributed Lags: A Survey,"  Econometrica ,  'XXXV 
(January, 1967) , p .  17 . 
J 
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(12e) , which results in 
(12£) srt + It-1 = (l+A) (C) St-1 + (l-C) srt-1 
The second remedy is to begin with equation (lle) , assuming the 
nrultiple linear regression fonn , and substituting for S� according to 
equation (4) ,  which results in 
Utilizing the Koyck transfonnation , by lagging (12g) one per-
iod, 
(12h) srt- 1 = ao + (al +a2A) I (C) St-2 + (1-C) (C) St-3 
+ (1-C) 2 (C) St-4 + • • •  ] - a2 It-2  + nt- 1  ' 
nrul.tiplying through by (1-C) , 
(12i) (1-C) Sft-l = a0 (1 -C) + (a1 +a2A) [ (l-C) (C) St-Z 
+ (1-C) 2 (C) St_ 3 + (1-C) 3 (C) St_ 4 + • • •  ] 
5.rhe justification for equation (12f) is the same as for equation 
rn �'\ _ 
) 
and subtracting equation (12i) from equat:fon (12g) , results in 
Add:ing (1-C) STt-l to both sides of equa�ion (12j ) results in 
The third approach is to simplify equation (1 2e) . This is 
accomplished by equation (12t) : 
(121) I . - I 1 . = srt . - · s . , t+1 t- +i +i t+1 
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where i is equal to any integer or zero . Equation (12t) states that 
the difference between starts and actual sales in any period (t+i) is 
equal to the change in inventory between period (t+i) and period (t-1 .+ 
i) . If starts exceed sales , the change in inventory is pos itive ;  if 
sales exceed starts , the change in inventory is negative . This condi­
tion holds by definition . 
�earranging equation (12t) and assuming i is equal to negative 
one , the following result is obtained : 
(12In) 
_,.,,. . 
M.lltiplying both sides by (1 -C) results in. 
(12n) (l-C) srt-1 + (l-C) It- 2 = (l-C) St-1 + (l -C) It-1 • 
Equation (12e) contains , as independent variables , 
(1-C) STt-l + (1-C) It-z • 
Substituting , by equation (12n) , 
(1-C) St-l + (1-C) It-l 
into equation (12e) results in 
(12o) Sft = (l+A) (C) St- l + _ (
1-C) St-l - It-l 
which simplifies to 
(12p) . STt = (AC+l) St-l - (C) It-1 + e:t - (l -C) e:t-1 • 
Model 3-F.quation (5) e 
Substituting into equation (10) for St according to equation 
(5) results in 
(13a) 
2 
srt = (l+A) (l+D) [St-1 - (D) St- 2 + (D) st-3 
- (D) 3St-4 + (D)
4St-5 - • • .  + • • •  ] 
26 
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The infinite nt.nnber of regressors are again reduced by utiliza­
tion of the Koyck transfonnation . Equation (13a) is first lagged one 
period to yield 
+ • • .  - • . " . ] - 1t-2 + 9t-l ' 
which is multiplied by (D) to result in -
(13c) · .  (D) Sft-l = (l+A) (l+D) f (D) St-Z - (D)
2St_3 
3 . 
+ CD) 5t-4 - CD) 4st-s + • • • - • • . ]  
- (D) It-2 + (D) 9 t-1 • 
Equation (13c) is then added to equation (13a) , which results in 
(13d) 
(13e) 
SI't + (D) STt-l = (l+A) (l+D) St-l 
- It-l 
Subtracting D STt-l from both sides of equation (13d) results in 
srt = (l+A) (l+D) St-l - (D) STt-l - It-1 
Again , however , It-l has no regression coeff
icient . The three 
methods of remedying this condition are the same as those utilized for 
ltbdel 2 .  The first is to add It-l to both sides of (13e) , which 
I 
·results in 
· (13£) Sft + It-l = (
l+A) (l+B) St-l 
- (D)Sft-l 
- (D) It-2 + �t· + (D) it-1 ·
6 
The second remedy is to develop the model beginning with the 
multiple linear regression fonn. Beginning with equation (lle) and 
substituting for S� according to equation (5) , one obtains 
(13g) 
period , 
(13h) 
. .  
2 S'ft = _
ao + (a1 +a2A) (l+D) fSt-l 
- (D) St-2 + (D) St-3 
3 4 . . - (D) . 5t-4 + (D) 5t-s - · · · + • • . ] - 32 It-1 + ict . 
Again applying the Koyck transfonnation , by lagging (12g) one 
• 2 STt-l = ao + (a1 +a2A) (l+D) fSt-Z - (D) 5t_3 + (D) st_4 
- (D) 3St-5 + 
mu1 tiplying equat"ion (13h) by (D) , 
(13i) 2 (D) S'ft-1 = ao (D) + Ca1+a2A) (l+D) [ (D) St-2 - (D) st-3 
+ . (D) 3st-4 - (D)
4st-s .+ 
- . . .  ] 
6nie justification for equat�on (13f) is the same as for equa­
tion (llc) . 
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and adding (13i) to (13g) results in 
in 
Subtracting (D) STt-l from both sides of equation (13j ) results 
The third remedy involves substituting for ST 1 and I 2 in t- t-
equation (13e) . Multiplying equation (12m) by (-D) results in 
(131) - (D) ST . -t-1 (D) 1t-2 = - (D) St-1 - (D) 1t-r 
By substituting the right side of equation (13i) into (13e) 
for ( (-D) srt- l - (D) It_z) results in 
(13m) STt = (l+A+AD) St-l -· (l+D) It-l + At + (D) At-l • 
ESTIMATION AND ESTIMATION DIFFICTJLTIES 
Expectations Regarding the Partial 
Regression Coefficients 
A st..nmnary of the equations to be estimated by ordinary least 
squares is given in Table 1 ,  with the reduced fonns given in Table 2. 
The expected signs of the partial regression coefficients are as in­
dicated �Y Table 2 with all of the A ' s ,  B ' s ,  C ' s , • • •  , H' s being 
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(llc) 
(11£) . 
. . Table 1 
S��Y: :Of. Estimable Equations 
Model 1 
STt + It - l = (l+A) (l+B) St-l - B (l+A) St- z + Bt 
srt_ 
= a0 _+ · (a ,+azA_) (l+B) St-l - B (a � +azA) St - Z 
·_ -az�t:..1 + Yt 
Model 2 
30 
(12£) STt + Itl = (l+A) CSt- l + (l-C) STt- 1 + (l-C) It- 2 + J t - (1-C) f t- l  
(12k) STt = a0C + (a + azA) CSt-l + (1-C) Sft- l  - a2 It-l 
+a2 (1-C) It- Z + nt - (l_-C) � t-l 
(12p) STt = �AC+l) St- l  - Cit-l + et - (l�C) et-l  
(13£) 
(13k) 
(13m) 
Model 3 
STt = ao (l+D) + (a + az�) (l+D) St- 1 - DSTt- 1 - az It- 1 
- az . Dit-
·
Z + Kt + DKt- 1  
sr = (I+A+AD) s . - (l+DJ rt�-1 +_ At: + PAt- 1 t t�l 
I 
Table 2 
Sunmary of Estimable. Equations - Reduced Fonn 
Modei l 
� 
(llt) 
, .. -
(llf) STt = Bo + B1 st-1 - �2 st- 2 - B3It-l .� Vt 
lvk>del 2 
. .  
(12£) srt + It-1 =. co st-I + C1 srt-1 + Czit- 2 + Pt 
Model 3 
.. 
. · (13f) .  
� 
(13k) 
� 
(13m) 
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I 
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greater than zero . 
It should be noticed that the same independent variables with 
identical lag stn.ictures are pr�sent in all equations for Models 2 and 
3.  'Ihe method o f  differentiation between Models 2 and 3 i s  the dif-
ference in signs of the partial regression coefficients for STt -l and 
It_2 , which would be negative if �\1odel 3 were appropriat:e and positive 
if Model 2 were appropriate . This crite�ion fails , however , for equa­
tions (12p -" ) and (13m-") , · where identical signs are hypothesized for 
both models . The only possib le method of distinguishing betw·een 
appropriateness of the two models based on equations (12p -" ) and (13m-") 
would be to have some prior knowledge of A, the ratio of desired in­
ventory to expected sales . 'Ibis would involve comparing levels of A 
derived from (12p) and (1 3m) with an estimate of the actual value of A. 
Although it would be preferab le to compare the magnitudes of the 
partial regression coefficients to a priori expectations , there are 
reasons to doubt the usefulness of this �ctivity . These reasons are 
discussed in the following paragraphs . 
Estimation Difficulties Expected 
Multicollinearity . One assumption of the multiple linear re-
gress ion model is that none of the independent variables be perfectly 
correlated with another independent variable or with any linear . com­
bination of the other independent variables . 
When this condition is viol ated , the separate influences of the 
peTfectly correlated independent �riables cann�t be separated and the 
estimation procedure fails . 
I 
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A h:igh �egree of multicollinearity. is said to . be · present when 
an independent variable is �ghly correlated �th. anot.li.er. independent 
. . . . 
variable or with � - c�in�tion �f independent varia5le; -.
·7 · 
. . . . 
. . 
If th�- pheriOm.encn oeJ.?g investigated· closely- approximates . the . . 
assumptions of the JIIU1 tip le linear regression -model ·, the sample partial 
regress ion coefficients are be� - linear unniased· estimators (BLUE) of 
the popula�ion partial regression coeffi_cients . With· a �gh. degree of 
· multicollinearity existing between any independent variables , the vari­
ances of the sampling distribution of the partial regress ion coefficients 
for those intercorrelated variables are larger compared to the case 
where little or not milticollinearity exists . As the degree of multi­
collinearity approaches perfect nrulticollinearity , these variances 
approach infinity . Whi le the variances of the sampling dis tribution 
of the partial regression coefficients are still ''best" (m.inimtnn vari­
ance of all poss ible variances) ,  these variances are so great that the 
estimates of the partial regress ion coefficients are unreliable .  A 
precise estimate of the relative effects of the separate independent 
variables cannot be ob ta:ined . If one desired to test the hypothesis 
that the value of the s ample partial regression coefficient is signifi­
cantly different from any alternative values , the larger the variance 
. 
of the sampling dis tribution of �e partial r_egressi�n c�efficient , the 
more - likely the test will fail . 
. 7For a discuss ion of the effects of multicollinearity .on . . . . . . . . .  . 
· ordinaty leas t squares estTI:1ates , see Jan Krnenta � ·Elements of Econo-
. metrics (New YO!k : The Maam.llan Company, 1971) , pp . 380-391 . . 
) 
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The �eat of mul�icollinearity- e�ists · in thiS study because 
se�ral equa�ions contain independent · variables . that dif£er only in 
tile" number' of periods �ag�ed� . An e�8mple is eqU�tion (llc') � �ch_ 
an� sales · l_agged one period and sales · 1_agged· two periods . · If the 
time period covered by the data is dominated by either· gradual growth 
· or gradtial decline , St-l and St-Z will prooably be highly correlated. -
It is likely in this case· that all expl�tory variables · be �ghly 
correlated. 
If parameter estimates vary greatly due to changes · in the data· 
�loyed or due to changes in specification of the model , it might be 
suspected that a high degree of nrulticollinearity exists . · 
Serial correlation - model 1 .  The assumption of no serial 
correlation implies that disturbances occurring in one period do not 
affect disturbances occurring in the succeecling period , or 
(14) E (£ . £ . ) = o ,  for all irj . 
l. J 
If disturbances in period (i) do affect disturbances in period (j ). ,  the 
value of the stochastic error tenn, e: j , will have some dependence upon 
£i , the error tenn of the preceding period. The shorter the time per­
iod between observations , :the more likely it is that the disturbances 
will be serially correlated . 
· In the multiple linear regressi�n .model ·, violation of the -
asstnDption of no serial correlation will lead to biased estimates of 
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the variances of the partial regression co�fficients . 8 The direction 
of the bias will depend upon whether the serial correlation will cause 
the sample variances to tmdere?_tJ:n!ate the population variances , whereas 
negative serial correlation causes an upward bias . If one desires to 
test the hypothesis that a sample partial regression coefficient is 
·� ... 
different from any alternative value of that coefficient , tnlderestima-
tion of the population variance will res�t in reaching a positive con­
clusion more often than if no bias was present . The opposite is true 
of serial correlation were negative . 
' 
The presence of serial correlation , while not biasing the esti-
mates of the partial regression coefficients themselves , necessarily 
reduces the confidence one can place in those estimates . 
Serial correlation and lagged dependent variables - models 2 
and 3 .  The application of the Koyck transfonnation to eliminate the 
infinite number of regressors introduces two problems into �he estirna-
tion procedure . 
-
. . . · . . . . 
The first is that starts lagged one period has been - :�·; 
. . 
introduced as an explanatory variable in equations (12£) , (12k) , (13£) 
and (13k) , although the variable is theoretically irrelevant .  '!be 
second problem is that the disturbance tenn in all equations but (Ile) 
and (11£) explicitly indicates that disturbances in the current per-
iod are partly a function of disturb�c�� � the previous time period . 
An example from Model 2 is equations (12f) and (12 f  ... ) by which the total 
disturbance ut is equal to (l;t - mr;t-l) ,  Where me is equal to (1 -C) . 
BA stunmary of the effects of serial correlation on ordinary 
least squares estimates is found in J .  Johnston ; Econometric Methods 
1st ed. (New York : >itcGraw-Hill , 1963) , p .  179 . 
/ 
Examples from Model 3 are equations (13f) ·and (13f�) by which rrt is 
equal to (it + Dit_1) . 
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. 1he lagged dependent variable appearing as an independent vari ­
able will , by itself , produce biased estimates of the sample partial 
regression coefficients . The direction of the bias will be negative . 
Serial correlation , by itself , will not produce biased estimates , but 
the combination of the lagged dependent variable and serial correlation 
will lead to positively biased , inconsistent estimates of the partial 
regression coefficients .
9 
F.quation (10) of the general model hypoth­
esized that the disturbance tenn , a:t , is
'
nonnally distributed , serially 
independent as hypothesized by equation (14) , that its values are 
independent of the values of the explanatory variables , that its ex­
pected value is zero , and that it has a constant variance . After 
application of the Koyck transfonnation , the new disturbance tenn , l/Jt , 
defined by (15) l/Jt = «t + n «t- l 
where n is any real non- zero number , 
will exhibit serial correlation even if �t is serially independent , as 
hypothesized .  
Whereas serial correlation in Model 1 leads to biased estimates 
of the variances of the partial regression coefficients , serial correla� 
tion in Models 2 and 3 leads to inconsistent estimates of the partial 
regression coefficients thenselves . 
lbe level of difficulty in interpreting estimates is compotmded 
9A discussion of the combined effects of serial correlatio
n and 
lagged dependent variables is fmmd in J .  Johnston , · Econometric Methods 
2nd ed . (New York : McGraw-Hill , 1972) , PP · 300-315 . 
J 
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· by the presence of the dependent variable ·1agged one period appearing 
as an independent variab le . This is the second by-product of the Koyck 
transfonnation . Whereas in Model 1 one can hypothesize that the distur­
bance _ tenn , �t ' is independent of the explanatory variables , Models 2 
. 
and 3 make explicit the lack of independence of the error tenn (a: t + 
na:t-l) and starts lagged one period . This lack of independence will 
cause biased estimates of population parameters . 
ClfARACTERISTICS AND SOURCES OF TifE DATA 
Each of the three data series discussed below is in tenns of 
· ''units of housing . "  As stated previous ly this author aclmowledges 
that dollar or real measurement is preferred when me_asuring the level 
of financial l iability and _additions to and subtractions from that 
level of liab ility . Unfortunately , in the �sence of these preferred 
measures , housing tmi ts must be treated homogeneously . ·  
Starts 
Estimates of starts of private single family . housing uni.ts are 
published monthly . IO An implied assumption of the models used fu this 
study is that all single family housing tmits started are intended for 
sales , but tmi ts intended for rental use , tmi ts built by their owner , 
and t.mits built by contractors on land owned by the buyer are included 
in estimates of starts . The inab ility to remove the data starts 
lC\J.  S .  Department of Commerce , Bureau of the Census � . c�z o � . Hotis ­
. · ing · Starts (Washington : U . S .  Government Printing Off ice , monthly) . 
\ . / ! 
/ 
\ 
arising from these sources ,  which would yield estimates of s tarts in­
,"-
tended only for sale , constitutes a l:imi tation of the analys is . The 
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_ limitation would be mitigated to the extent that the level of tmits 
started for purpo�es other than sales are either constant or fluctuate 
with starts of llllits intended for sale , but there is no a priori reason 
to support these poss ibilities . While the source of bias i s  clear , the 
direction of the bias is not . 
sales 
Estimates of sales of new private single family hous ing tmits 
are published monthly . 11 1bese estimates are based_ upon a subsample 
selected from the sample used to estimate housing starts . 
Inventory 
In order to be consistent with its theoretical base , the in­
ventory data should include all tlllSold completed units . and tmsold tmits 
tmder construction . Estimates of the number of houses for sale . are 
published monthly . 12 However ,  the data also includ�s homes for sale 
which are not started , but for which a building pennit has been obtained . 
This inroduces the tendency to overestimate inventories , given that the 
theoretical variable is intended to measure builders ' liabil ities . The 
percentage of houses for sal e  but not started has steadily increased 
llu . s .  Department of Commerc: , Bureau of the Census ; �! 
· &iles · of · New One-Family Homes (Washington: U . S .  Government Prmtmg 
Office ,  monthly) • 
12u . s .  Department of Commerc: , Bureau of the Census � -�! 
· Sales · of New One-Family Homes (Washington: U . S .  Goverrnnent Prmtmg 
XE?_! - - - - - ..&.'L 1 _ .. \ 
I 
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from eight percent in 1963 to 16 percent in 1971 . 13 
·period "of Estimation 
The three models are tested on four sets of data , monthly · data 
. tmadjusted for seasonal variation from January 1965 to December 1971 , 
monthly data seasonally adj us ted from January 1969 to December 1971 , 
quarterly data lllladj usted for seasonal variation from the first quarter 
· of 1965 to the last quarter of 1971 , and quarterly adjusted data from 
the first quarter of 1969 to the last quarter of 1971 . 14 
Expectations by Data Samples · 
• 
The adaptive expectation model is more appropriately tested on 
seasonally adj usted data to the extent that builders recognize seasonal 
variation and plan their construction schedule accordingly . For example , 
. builders wi ll not bas e  fourth quarter sales expectations s olely upon 
third quarter sales level s  if they recognize significant seasonal 
· variations . This author expects builders to recognize seasonal . varia-
tions . 'Iherefore , seasonally adj usted data should provide more accurate 
specification of the parameters for each of the models . 
This author utilized both monthly and quarterly data to represent 
the time period between builders ' revaluations of the ir sales perfor­
mance and sales expectations . · Which time period is more appropriate? 
- 1 3Estimates of ' 'houses for sale , not started , "  are lfilavailable 
from July 1967 to November 1970 . This prevents exclus ion of thi s  
category from the entire sample . 
14The author attempted to obt�in data , adjusted and tmadj usted , 
covering the period from 1963 to the present . As of this writing , the 
data has not arrived . 
One n_tlght expect builders to react more stongly to quarterly changes 
than to monthly changes on the basis that monthly variations are more 
40 
subj ect to random disturbances . 
_ _ _ 
On the other hand , quarterly changes may be due to rmusually 
high or low levels of sales early in the quarter , but levels of sales 
later in the quarter yield expectations different from those generated 
by considering the entire quarter . The issue is still cloudy . · The 
ability of the author to test these two alternatives is limited by the 
small number of observations on quarterly adj usted data . 
Chapter 3 
fMPIRICAL RESULTS 
Tables 3 through 7 sunnnarize the empirical results for each 
equation . For a given equation , the variation in the values of the 
partial regression coefficients is substantial as different data sam­
ples are employed . This leads one to suspect a high degree of nrulti­
collinearity , a suspicion which is confinned by the correlation matrix 
for each data sample , especially for seasonally adj usted data (see 
Tables 8 - 11 ) . As a resul t , the high values of the yariances of the 
partial correlation coefficients are reflected in lower values of the 
_ computed t value . 
The Durbin-Watson Statistic is only reported for equations (llc) 
and (llf) . Where the disturbance tenn talces the fonn specified by 
equation (15) , the Durbin-Watson statistics is biased toward values in­
dicating no serial correlation . 1 
MODEL 1 
Equation (llc) 
The empirical estimates for equation (llc) are summarized in 
Table 3 .  The hypothesized signs of the partial regress ion coefficients 
for �-z differ from the estimated s igns for three of the four data 
13 . Johnston ; · Ecortametric ·Methods , 2nd ed . (New York: McGrm'l--­
Hill , 19 72) , p .  307 . 
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Table 4 - &tuation (11£) 
Model 1 - ST Dependent . . t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Monthly Monthly 
Type of Data Unadjusted Adjusted 
�ees of Freedom . . 78  . . . . · 30 . 
Sales Lagged Partial Regression Coefficient 1 .  78 1 . 09 
One Period Computed T Value 8 . 48 3 . 29 
Sales Lagged Partial Regression Coefficient 0 . 32 0 . 45 
Two Periods Computed T Value 1 . 48 1 . 29 
Inventory Lagged Partial Regression Coeef icient -0 . 09 0 . 09 
One. Period Computed T Value -1 . 53 2 . 22 
Intercept 3 . 49 -32 . 62 
Coefficient of 0 . 80 0 . 8 5 
Detennination 
Durb in-Watson Statistic 1 . 31 1 .  72 
Quarterly 
Unadjusted 
23 
. 2 .  28 
8 . 00 
- 1 . 59 
- 5 . 20 
0 . 11 
. 0 . 94 
21 . 39 
0 . 78 
1 .  75  
Quarterly 
Adjusted 
' 6 . 
1 . 52 
2 . 53 
0 . 34 
0 . 41 
0 . 06 
0 . 29 
-14 . 87 
0 . 93 
2 . 01 
� 
� 
\ 
--.:.. 
Table 5 - Equations (12£) & (13£) 
�del (3 ·& 2) - STt + It-l Dependent 
Monthly Monthly 
Type of Data Unadj usted Adjusted 
Degrees of Freedom 78 30 
Sales Lagged Partial Regression Coefficient 1 . 30 0 . 46 
One Period Computed T Value 5 . 25 1 . 60 
Starts Lagged Partial Regress ion Coefficient 0 . 47 0 . 84 
One Period Computed T Value 4 . 41 4 . 96 
Inventory Lagged Partial Regression Coefficient 0 . 90  1 . 14 I 
Two Periods Computed T Value 13 . 43 11 . 42 
Intercept 7 . 13 - 35 . 63 
Coefficient of . :  0 . 90  0 . 96 
Detennination 
Quarterly 
Unadjusted 
2 3  
2 . 9 2  
3 . 66 
- 0 . 47 
-1 . 34 
0 . 67  
3 . 24 
55 . 44 
0 . 73 
Quarterly 
Adjusted 
6 
0 . 72 
0 . 62 
1 . 18 
1 . 61 
1 . 09 
2 . 43 
. · · -57 . 43 
0 . 93  
� 
� 
\ 
--
Type of Data 
Degrees of Freedom 
Sales Lagged 
One Period 
Starts Lagged 
One Period 
Inventory Lagged 
One Period 
Inventory Lagged 
Two Periods 
Intercept 
Coefficient of 
Detenni.nation 
I 
T}u,le 6 - Equations (i2k) & (13k) 
iModels 2 and 3 - STt Dependent 
Monthly Monthly 
Unadjusted Adjusted 
77 29 
Partial Regression Coefficient 1 .  74 0 . 89 
Computed T Value 8 . 46 2 . 52 
I 
Partial Regress ion Coefficient 0 . 15 0 . 45 
Computed T Value 1 . 60 1 .  77 
Partial Regress ion Coefficient 0 . 30 - · 0 . 15 
Computed T Value 1 . 58 - 0 . 34 
Partial Regression Ceoff icient -0 . 40 0 . 29 
Computed T Va�ue -2 . 05 0 . 64 
10 . 57 ' -26 . 91 
0 . 82 0 . 86 
Quarterly 
Unadjusted 
22 
3 . 42 
7 . 50 
-1 . 03 
• f 
. -4 . 84 
0 . 35 
1 . 81 
-0 . 4 8  
-2 . 37 
32 . 87 
o .  77 . 
Quarter�y 
Adjusted 
6 
2 . 08 
2 . 77 
-0 .  30 ' 
- 0 . 53 
0 . 3� 
0 . 9  
-0 . 31 
-0 . 69 
0 . 95 
0 . 94 
..a::­
C.11 
\ 
--
Table 7 - Equations (12p) & (13m) 
' Models 2 and 3 with Substitution - SI't dependent 
Type of Data 
Degrees of Freedom · · · · · · · · 
. . . .  
Sales Lagged Partial Regression Coefficient 
1 One Period Computed T Value 
Inventory Lagged Partial Regression Coefficient 
One Period Computed T Value 
Intercept 
Coefficient of 
Detennination 
' 
Monthly Monthly 
Unadjusted Adjusted 
79 31 
2 . 02 1 . 47 
15 . 83 8 . 66 
-0 . 06 0 . 20 
-1 . 20 2 . ,33 
2 . 32 -31 . 8 · 
0 . 79 0 . 84 
Quarterly 
Unadjusted 
2 
1 . 60 I 
4 . 27 ; 
-0 . 08 i -0 . 50 I 
23 . 4  I I 
0 . 50 I 
Quarterly 
Adjusted 
7 
1 .  74 
6 . 30 
0 . 12 
0 . 82 
-22 . 9  
0 . 93 
� 
0\ 
\ 
....._ 
srt 
5f t 
8t-1 . 89 
1t-1 . 36 
srt-1 . 82 
5t-2 . 78 
1t-2 . 30 
sr + t . 81 
It-1 
-/ 
Table 8 
Correlation Matrix - Monthly Data lhladj usted 
8t-1 
. 46 
. 84 
. 84 
. 44 
. 81 
For Seasonal Variation 
-
1t- l srt-1 5t- 2 . 
. 46 
. so . 89 
. 96 . 37 . 46 
. 83 . 78 . 78 
. - 1t-2 
. 77 
47 
sr + . . . .  t . I - . t�l 
srt 
srt 
$t-1 . 90 
1t-1 . 68 
srt-1 
. 89 
s t-2 . 87 
1t-2 . 64 
STt 
+ . 91 
1t�l 
) 
Table 9 
Correlation Matrix - Monthly Data Adjusted 
For Seasonal Variation 
8t-1 1t-1 STt-1 8t- 2 1t-2 
. 60 
. 88 . 71 
. 91 . 58 . 89 
. 58 . 97 . 61 . 52 
. 82 . 9 2  . 87 . 78 . 88 
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SI't + 1t-1 
srt 
srt 
8t-1 
. 70 
1t-1 
. 28 
srt-1 
. 34 
8t-2 
- . 01 
1t-2 . 19 
srt 
+ . 78 
1t-1 
I 
Table 10 
Correlation Matrix - Quarter Data Unadjusted 
For Seasonal Variation 
8t-1 1t-1 srt -1 8t-2 1t -2 
. 49 
. 84 . 46 
. 59 . 51 . 70 
. 40 . 83 . 24 . 40 
. 74 . 82 . so . 33 . 65 
49 
' 
srt + 1t -1 
I 
so 
Table 11 
Correlation Matrix - Quarterly Data Adjusted 
For Seasonal Variation 
STt 8t-1 I . . . t-1 .�t-1 . . . .  
8t�2 . . . .  I . .  t "'.'2 - . . �t . � . �t"71 , · -
srt 
5t-1 
. 96 
1t-l 
. 68 . 64 
srt-1 . 9 3 . 9 5 . 78 
8t- 2 
. 9 2  . 91 . 79 . 95 
1t-2 
. 42 . 40 . 86 . 53 . 52 
sr
t 
+ . 92 . 87 . 9 2  . 93 . 9 3  . 70 
1t- 2 
I 
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· samples employed . Sales lagged one period has the hypothesized direction 
of influence in all cases . 
There is evidence of positive serial correlation in three cases , 
which causes the reported t values to be overestimated . The negative 
serial correlation on quarterly adjusted data results . in tn1ders tatement 
of computed t values . 
1his equation results in the lowest coefficients 0£ detennina­
tion for each data sample , with one exception , quarterly l.llladjusted 
data. 
Equation (llf) 
The empirical estimates of equation (llf) are stmlJilarized in 
Table 4 .  The change in specification from equation . (llc) does not im-
prove the confonnance of the estimated regression coefficients to the 
hypothesized direction of influence . St-Z and It-l have negative 
· partial regression coefficients only once , each in a different data 
sample . The change in specification apparently reduced serial correla­
tion in all cases , "apparently" because if auto correlation and errors 
in measurement of the independent variables are present , the Durbin­
Watson statistic is not a reliable measure of the degree of serial 
correlation . 2 Also , the coefficient of determination is improved for 
2For a discussion of errors in variables and autocorrelation , 
see Jan Kmenta , · Elements of Econometrics (New York: The Maanillan Cam­
pany, 1971) , pp . 307-308 , and Zvi Griliches ,  "Dis tributed Lags : A Sur­
vey,"  · &onomettica , x:.t:fY , (January, 1967) , pp . 33-42 . 
./ 
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each data sample . 
Conclusions · ..:. ·Madel 1 
· · The evidence supports the . conclusion that Model 1 does not pro ­
- perly specify how builders. fonn sales expectations . However , the re­
sults tend to support the hypothesis that builders ' expectations are 
fonned on the basis of their sales perfonnance . 
The hypothesized iriventory adjustment mechanism is not supported 
by the evidence . 
One nrust remember that the evidence , or data samples , is in llllit 
teI111S , whereas data in dollar or real tenilS is preferred. Therefore , 
acceptance or rej ection of Model 1 ,  and the inventory adj ustment mech­
anism should be postponed Wltil data in dollar or real tenns is av�il­
able .• 
IDDEL 2 
F.quation (1 2£) 
1he empirical estimates for equation {12f) are summarized in 
Table S .  The signs of the partial correlation coefficients do confonn 
with a priori expectations on all data samples with the exception of 
STt-l on quarterly tnladj usted data . 
1he coefficients of detennination for monthly data are the high­
. est reported in this study • 
. "EqWitidrt . (12k) 
Appear�g as an independent variable , It .... l carries the 
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_hypothesi zed negative regression coefficient C>nly once of four occasions . 
1he introduction _ of It-l on the right side of the .equation caus es the 
sign of the partial regress ion coefficient of It�Z to b e  negative on 
· those occasions where the sign of It-l is pos itive . _ In addition , the 
direction of ·influence of STt -l becomes negative on quarterly data . 
As a result , only on monthly adjusted data are the s_igns of all the 
partial regression coefficients in accordance With. expectations . 
Compared to equation (12f) the coefficients of detennination 
are lower on monthly data ,  but marginally higher on quarterly data . 
F.quation (12p) 
'Ihe empirical est:illlates for equation (12p) are summarized in 
Table 7 .  Inventory lagged one period perfonned in accordance with a 
_ priori expectations only on tmadj usted data . The elimination of 
SI't-l and It- Z reduced the coefficient of detennination subs tantially 
only on quarterly unadj usted data .  One might have more con£idence in 
these estimates , compared to equation (12k) , since a source of bias 
has been removed . 
Conclusions - Model 2 
1he evidence neither supports nor denies the expectation mechanism 
hypothesized by Model 2 .  Whereas the evidence supports the inventory 
adj ustme_nt mechanism in explaining the total level of l iability builders 
are willing to incur , the evidence does not suppo�t the inventory adj us t ­
ment .mechanism in explaining changes in the total level of liab ility . 
The limitations of the evidence , discussed in reference to 
I '  
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1!bdel 1 ,  also apply to Model 2 .  
IDDEL 3 
Equation (13f) 
1he empirical estimates of equation (13£) are sunnnarized in 
Table 5 .  This equation is the same as (12f) except that negative signs 
are hypothesized for the partial regres_sion coefficients of STt..:l and 
lt_ 2 • 1his did not occur . 
F.quation · (13k) 
The empirical estimates for equation (13k) are summarized in 
Table 6 .  Inventory lagged one period carries the hypothesized negative 
sign for the partial regress ion coefficients only once , while It_2 
· confonns with expectations on three of four occasions . STt-l confonns 
with expectations only on quarterly · data . 
Equation (13m) 
1he empirical estimates for equation (13m) are sunmarized in. 
Table 7 .  Tue reader should refer to the discussion of equation (12p) . 
Conclus ions - Model 3 
1he failure of the signs of the partial regression coefficients 
of sr and I to con£oim with expectations in most cases supports 
t-1 t- 2 . 
the rej ection of Model 3 .  The failure of It-l to confonn with the ex-· 
pected negative sign supports the rej ection of the inventory· adj ustment 
mechanism. 
The limitations of the evidence , discussed in reference to 
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l.t>del 1 ,  also apply to Model 3 .  
I 
Cllapter 4 
su.MARY, CONCLUSIONS , AND RECCMfENDATIONS 
Sumnary and Conclusions 
F.quations (12p) and (13m) indicate that the sales variable l
.
ag-.. 
ged one period sub stantially explains short nm fluctuations in s i?gle 
family housing tmit starts . Exceptiona�ly good fits were achieved· 
when employing quarterly data adj usted for seasonal variation with · 
starts in the current period as the dependent variable . 
From the results achieved in the s tudy it appears that expected 
sales , and therefore housing starts , depend upon an adaptive expecta� 
tions mechanism which is based partly upon actual unit sales in the 
previous time period • . However , the evidence does not provide a clear 
indication of the exact specification of the adaptive process . 
When inventories lagged one t:ime period was used as an mdepen­
dent variable , the sign of the partial regress ion coefficient did not 
possess the a priori properties anticipated . The s�gns of the partial · 
regression coefficients were positive in eight . of twelve cases . 
For models 2 and 3 ,  when starts in the current period (SI't) plus 
inventories lagged one time period ( It_ 1) was util ized as the dependent 
variab le , good fits were achieved when employing monthly data . The 
ev1dence does not provide a clear indication of the exact specification 
of the inventory adj ustment J!lechanism. 
Acceptance or. ·rej ection of any of the three models should be 
J ; . . 
. .  deferred tmtil further analys is can be accomplished . 
REOJ.MENDATIONS 
Data Base Requirements 
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When tmit data is employed , the implicit assumption is Jnade that 
housing lillits can be treated homogeneously . The assumption distorts 
sales and inventory coefficients of the_JnOdels . 'Ihe builder is con� 
cemed with the financial liability incurred · in carryi�g his inventory·. 
The purchaser is concerned with the price of the hous ing · tmi t .  There­
fore , as stated previously , sales and inventory variables should be 
expressed in nominal or real tenns . At present , data regarding these 
variables are collected only in lillit tenns . Monthly data should be 
collected on sales , completions , starts , and inventories in dollar 
tenns . Seasonally adj usted and deflated Sei."ies should be developed 
for each of the above categories . 1 
1his analysis was severely limited by tmavailab ility of data , 
especially of data adjusted for seasonal variation . .  When more observa­
tions of the variables used in this study are available in seasonally 
lA number of additional housing series are to be implemented in 
the present fis cal year . However , the four s eries suggested above are 
not included in the new series . Land values should b e  included in the 
sales 31).d inventory figures since land cost constitutes a large per­
centage of the financial liability incurred by builders in Jnaintaining 
an inventory and a large percentage of the sales price to IJuyers . See 
the Executive Office of the President , Office of 'Management and Budget , 
· · statistical . Reporter Ovashington : U . S .  Govermnent Printing Office , monthly) ,  No . 72-8---0:ebrua.ry , 1972) , p .  136 . 
, 
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adjusted · fonn , the author suggests that the analys is be reaccomplished . 
- Additionally , the author suggests that the models be specified 
utilizing regional or standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA) 
data. Aggregation of data probably biases the estimates o:f expecta­
tion coefficients and of the ratio of desired inventory· to e.xpectecl 
sales · (A) . 
Respecification · of . the ·Model 
. .  
The assumption that builders ' current sales expectations depend 
_solely up�n previous �evels of actual sales may be too . restrictive . 
· The possibility exists that builders ' perceptions of future sales may 
be conditioned by other factors . For example , even t�gh actual sales 
in the previous period were less than expected , builders may still 
. . 
raise their sales expectations in the current period because of eas i:ng 
credit conditions or because of increases in housing rents and prices 
relative to construction costs . These factors can be introduced into 
the adaptive expectation models developed in this study by utilizing 
· variable expectation coefficients . The variable expectation coeffici- . 
ents could also be allowed to asstnne values greater than tmity . 
The asstimption that the level of inventory desired by builders 
depends only upon the level of expected sales (for a given length of 
the construction period) may also exclude other relevant detenninants . 
Specifically , a builder ' s  ability to carry 3: given level 0£ inventory 
is a function 0£ the cost and availability of credit . An alternative 
specification of the level of desired :imientory· 1lliglit be to -make tfie· · 
ratio of desired inventory to expected. sales · (A) a �£unction of the cost 
-; 
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and availability of credit . 
The model of inventory adjustment util ized in this study assumed 
attempted complete adjustment . When l�rge lDle.xpected ch�ges · in sales · 
occur , it is possib le that builders cannot attempt to :readL equilifuium---· 
· positions by the end of the current period . The· snorter· the period ne-, 
tween . observations ' the more this is the ease � . ·Therefo.re , . a · partial 
adjusnnent inventory model might be utllize� . 2 
Additional research. should include an attempt to construct 
"just- identified" models so that specification of the' structural para-­
meters from the reduced fonn is possible � 3 
The model might also be extended to include multi-unit structures · 
and mobile home s . 
2Jan Kmenta ; · E1emertts · of · Ecori0m�trics (New York : The Maanillan 
Canpany , 19 71) , p .  4.76 . 
3Edward J .  Kane ; · Economic · st:cit:istics : artd .-Econam.etrics� ·.Art-- _-rn�- - -
· · troductiort · to · Quantitative Economics (New YorE Harper and Row:, i9681 ,  
pp .  325 - 329 .  
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